
GPS-THE EMPEROR'S
NEW POSITION?

Since October of 1995, the IGC has agreed to accePt

GPS measurements lor the verification oI both badge
and record flights. However, the GPS uruts used in
gliders are only navigation aids with a quite remark_
abl€, but somewhat less than Perfect, accuracy Orily
when operated with an external antenna and as differ-
ential GPS, which eliminates mostsoulces of eror, do
they have the degree of accuracy required by the current
sporting code. Standard GPS seerns iust as good only
because nobody normally bothers to check its absolute
accuracy. Although mo"t of the Ume Lhis accuracy is

better than 110 yards, errors of several hundreds of
yards have been observed by the author.
How GPS works.

AGPSset determinespositionandheiShtby measur-
ing the joumey time, and hence distance, taken by
signalsbroadcast from four or moreGPSsatellites. The
orbiting satellites also regularly download an ephem-
eris of their own positions at any given time. Although
a tluee dimensional position only requires three mea_

surements, a fourth is necessary to calibmte the quaftz
clock in the set. It can Sive a hodzontal Position with
or y three satellites, bttt with less accumcy unless the
corect height is set manually
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Lies, damned lies, and GPS?
Because of measurement errors, the co-ordinates d is-

played do not represent the true position. The problem
is a statistical one, and an appropriate circle of confi
dence can be drawn around the apparent Posiiion to

Sive the desired probability of the true Position lying
within it. The bitger the circle radius the higher that
probability, and a radius ofl drms (distanc€ root mean
square) gives a probabilily of 68%, while a r.diDs of 2

drms increases this to95%, as shown in Figure 1

Inpractice, th€re are several errorsources thatcom-
bine to reduce the accuracy of the GPS position dis-
played. The best known ofthese is thedeliberate degra-
dation of the signal to tive a random horizontal error
(110 yards, 2 drms), which is now permanent. This
means thaL discounting other €rrors, there is a 95%

probability of the GPS aerial being located within a

circle of 110 yard radius cenlred uPon the disPlayed
position. To increase this probability to 99.9"1, would
require a circle of330 yards radiusl

Othererrorsinclude instrument error (50 ft, 1 drms),
abnormal atmospheric refraction (uP to 100 ft), orbital
data (ephemeris) €rrors, and satellite atomic clockdrift
Taken altogether these etrcrs lead to the oft quoted
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FIGURE 1.100 GPS positions with 1 drms and 2 drms circles.

accuncy of 115 yards (1 &ms). However, this figure
do€s not take account of erlorc due to poor satellite
geometry and weak signal strengh. To cope with this
paticular problem the Garmin 55 calculates an esti-
mated position error, based mainly on these h.vo factors,
and ceases to give a position if it exceeds 550 yards.

The position displayed is smoothed by a filter, whose
time constantcan be selected either automatically or by
the user, and dynamic performance is further improved
by including a dead-reckoning algorithm. Thus a GPS
setdoes not show measued GPSpofitionsbutsmoothed
GPS positions in combination with a dead-reckoning
correction. This only improves the accuracy if th€ set is
stationary or moving steadily in a straight line. How-
ever, if the speed and/o! direction are changed lapidly
significant positional errols can occur. This makes it
possible to to "throw" a GPS position into the tum point
s€ctor by approaching it at high speed and then tuming
abruptly away shortlybefore getting there. This is made
worse by cockpit mounted aerials that are prone to be
cyclically shielded from satellites whilst circling-
Blinddatum?

More ofa problem abroad than in the United States is
the erlor due to an incorrect map datum (up to 900
yards). The correct datum is that of the 1i50,000 maps
used to detemine the co-ordinates of the tum points.
When flyint at home this is the North American Datum
of 1927, but what is the correct datum when flying
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abroad? It should be marked on the
1:50.000 maps, which you probably
haven't tot, and may or may notbe
listed foryour GI'S. Forexample, th€r€
are two possible Eurcpean datums/
European 1950 and 1979. On 1:50,000
maps it simply states European da-
tum, which means that it is the former.
The difference behveen the world-
wide WGS 84 datum and the Furo-
pean50 datum is about 125 yards.
The rules of the game.

Accordint to the sportint code, a
turn point is not Just a set of pre-
declared co-ordinates but a well de-
fined feature on the surface, which is
preciselyspecif iedbefore take-of f . Its
position must be determined with
sufficient precision for the task dis-
tance to be measured to at least an
accuracy of 550 yards. If this rule
were tobe chanSed to allow pre-de-
clared co-ordinates for flights re-
corded by GPS, this would at least
enable the precise determination of
task djstance and eliminate the prob-
Iem of an incorrect map datum. How-
evet to attain the same accuracy for
the distance actually flown around

three turnpoints, GPS would need tobe accurate to 92
yards (550/6 yards) or less.

The observation zone is a quadrant on the ground
with its apex at the turnpoint, and is rounded when the

FIGURE 2. For at least 92'7, probability a GPS posiiion must
be within thequadrantAOC, where O is2!2drmsbeyond
the tun point P on the bjsector B.
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entire aircraft is proved to have been above the observa-
tion zone. This requirement ofproofis the heart of the
probl€m with CPS tuIn point verif ication. Whilst a turn
point photograph can piove whether or not the €ntire
aircraft was above the observation zone, a GPS mea-
surement cannot. This is because, althoughitis remark-
ably 3ood ds a narrgation .rd, its absolute.rc(ur.rcy ,s

always uncertain, unlike thatof eitheraphotographicor
a geodetic measuelnent.
Roundint with conlidence?

If GIS positions indicated that the bis€ctorwas crossed
precisely at the turn point, then there would be only a
25% probability that the aircraft really had b€en within
the observation zone. Similarly, if d CPSposition was on
the edge of the zone well away from the turn point, then
this probability would still be only 50%. Thus, if stan-
dard GI'S is to be used for tum point verification, the
obseFation zone needs to be penetrated by a distance
sufficient for there to be al rnost 100% probability that the
entire aircraft was within the zone.

If, as shown in Figure 2, a circle ofconfidence with a
ndius Requal to2 drmsis dmwn around a GPSposition
thery provided that the entire circle falls within the
obseflation zone, the probability that the aircraft was
within the zone is at least 97%. This is more than 95%
because some positions outside thecirclestill fall witlin
the zone. In practice, at least one logged GPS position
needs to lie within the observation zone AOC of a
pseudo turn point 0, which lies on the bisector B at a
distance 2 - drmsbeyond the actual turnpoint P. The
degree of certainty should then be adequate forbadge
fl ights, but is still not good enough for records.

In view of the error sources described above, in
absolutely ideal circumstances the radius R ofa 2 drms
circle of confidence isabout 154yards. Butfor a standard
GPS set with a cockpit mounted aerial, R canbe much

larger than this and mayeven exceed 5/8ofa mile.lhis
means that th€bisector needs tobecrossed at least 7/8
of a mile beyond the turn point. Alternatively, the
measur€d distance could be reducedbyl3/4 miles per
tum pointsoas to allow for the inlerent uncertainty in
standard GPS positions. Anyonewho thinks ihat this is
unfair should take turn point photographs instead.

As amuchhiSher standard ofaccuracy and proofis
required forrecords,standard GPS positions should not
be accepted for their verification. For the same reason,
standard GPS sets should not be used on the ground,
where their accuracy is worse than in the air, to deter-
mine tum point co-ordinates officially. A 1i50,000 map
and, if necessary, an aerial turn point photograph al-
ways tive more precise values for the co-ordinates.
GPS with a difference?

With differential GPS (DGPS) the differ€nces be-
tween standard GPS and true positions a re broadcastby
a Sround station, thereby eliminating almost all pos-
sible sources oferror. This makes DGPS more accurate
than even the military version. Thus, provided that
signals were received at each turn point, the verification
of both badges and records by DGPS might well be
acceptable without restriction.

An economical alternative to DCPS would be to
record the differential corrcctions nt the take-off site,
and then tocorrect the flight recorderdata l;,terdurhg
analysis. Provided the two sets oa data are correctly
synchronised this might even be more accurate than
DGPS, asit€liminates the timedelay inherent in trans-
mitting differential daia. Also, since tlre pilot does not
knowhisexact position, he will need to round the turn
pointcorrectly. Because, at theend of the day, the of ficjal
observer will know, within 115 ft (2 drms), where the
sailplane has really been.
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